We use a three-state model for an atom or molecule in which two transitions are simultaneously driven by the oscillating electric fields of two laser beams. The amplitudes and detunings of the applied oscillating fields vary during the optical pulse, which can cause transitions from one state to another. For some special cases not previously known, the transition probabilities and probabilities of no transition are obtained analytically. We give conditions for complete transfer of the atomic population from one state to another, and for complete return to the initial state.
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We use a three-state model for an atom or molecule in which two transitions are simultaneously driven by the oscillating electric fields of two laser beams. The amplitudes and detunings of the applied oscillating fields vary during the optical pulse, which can cause transitions from one state to another. For some special cases not previously known, the transition probabilities and probabilities of no transition are obtained analytically. We give conditions for complete transfer of the atomic population from one state to another, and for complete return to the initial state. products of electric fields and transition dipole moments appear in off-diagonal elements of H(t). We assume that states 1 and 3 have the same parity, so that Laporte's rule gives Hl3 --H3~--0. we assume that each laser beam drives only its own transition, so that the amplitude and frequency of oscillations in H &2 and Hz3 can be varied independently.
These off'-diagonal elements of H(t) contain oscillating terms of both positive and negative frequencies, unless circularly polarized light propagating along a magnetic field is used. Frequencies of the wrong sign are far from resonance, and dropping terms containing them is consistent with the assumption that each transition is driven by only one of the applied oscillating fields. The neglect of such terms is the rotatingwave approximation, and it makes H~q and H23 proportional to exp( itot2t) and exp( -ico2qt), where co~2 and cL723 are applied frequencies having the same signs as E~-E2 and E2 -E3. These exponential factors in off'diagonal elements of H(t) can be removed by a timedependent unitary transformation; the general formulation is given by Einwohner, Wong, and Garrison.
Let %=1;
the two detunings become 6)(t) =E) Eq -co(q-i% Q=H (t)g-, d dt (l) and Atoms or molecules in which transitions are driven by laser beams are often treated by using a classical description of the applied oscillating field and a quantum description of the state of the atom or molecule. The two-state model, in which one transition is driven by the applied oscillating field, has been much studied. ' The dynamics of the three-state model, with two driven transitions, deserves some attention. The two transitions are driven by concurrent optical pulses, so that the work on the two-state model is not directly relevant. In two symmetric cases, the equations of motion for the driven three-state system can be simplified, and analytic solutions of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation can then be found. This paper treats less symmetric cases in which analytic solutions can be found only by use of Clausen's special function.
We shall find simple expressions for the occupation probabilities of the three states at the end of the concurrent optical pulses. These formulas can easily give conditions for complete transfer of the occupation probability to any desired state, or complete return to the initial state. We write the Schrodinger equation for the atom or molecule as where ti is a vector with three complex components and H (t) is a 3 X 3 matrix that depends on the energies of the three states and on the amplitudes and frequencies of the two applied oscillating fields. Suppose that H(t) is a diagonal matrix in the absence of the applied fields. This means that E~, E2, and E3, the energies of the three states, appear as diagonal elements of H(t). We do not assume anything about the order of E~, E2, and E3 on the energy scale. We use the electric dipole approximation in describing eff'ects of the oscillating fields. This means that Ap(t) = Ep E3 -cop3,and their signs follow from the convention mentioned above and used earlier. occupation probabilities for the three states, and Al(t), Qq(t) are the so-called Rabi frequencies. The applied electric fields oscillate with time-dependent amplitudes, and each of these Rabi frequencies is proportional to the amplitude of the corresponding applied field. We assume that Ql(t) and A2(t) are positive functions of t, and that their ratio is constant. This suggests that the two oscillating fields could be derived from the same laser. The pulse area of McCall and Hahn is replaced by two dimensionless areas a, = f" n, (t)dt, a2= f Q2(t)dt.
A preliminary step toward writing solutions of (2) in terms of one of the special functions is a change of independent variable. We introduce x(t), a nondecreasing function of t that varies from 0 to 1. The two Rabi frequencies are given by
dt and the two detunings are given by -40-
Specific choices of the function x (t) are listed elsewhere.
Here we mention the function of Rosen and Zener: After writing the general solution of (2) in terms of Clausen's function, we impose the initial condition that only one of the three states is occupied at t =oo, before the concurrent optical pulses act on the three-state system. This is easily done if y&+@2 --0, whereas a discussion of time reversal is needed if pl+p2=0. Furthermore, a discussion of the behavior of Clausen's series near x= 1 is needed in either case. If (4) diverges at x= 1, we can find the behavior of Clausen's function when 1x is small and positive, and apply the result to this problem.
In certain special cases, we can use the work of Watson and Whipple' to find the final occupation probabilities given in Tables I and II . Time reversal connects the probabilities of no transition given in Tables I and II, but not the transition probabilities. In other special cases, the series (4) terminates, and evaluation of Clausen's function at x=1 is straightforward. The integer n, which is approximately the number of terms in (4), appears in the resulting formulas. For n~2, the final occupation probabilities are given in Table III . The appearance of this integer, and the restriction of our tabulated results to cases that give simple formulas, act to impose various conditions on and gives a third-order differential equation satisfied by this function of x, which is F(a', p', o';y', e';x) in al a2 Pl P2, 1 1 y2 (5) TABLE I. Final occupation probabilities for the three states in the special case of P~+Pz=0, P~= --'(y~yz), and a& -az=2zr (yiyz). To simplify the formulas, we define @= [ -'(a]+az) --'zr (y&+yz)]'; this angle can be positive, zero, or imaginary. Initial II. Final occupation probabilities for the three states in the special case of y~+ yz = 0, y~= --'(P~-Pz ), and a] -az=2zr'(/3] -Pz). We define 4= [~( a]+az) z zr (P]+/3z)]' '. Initial Table IV along 
the six parameters of our three-state model. These various conditions are listed in Table IV . In each section of Table IV , and for each value of n, three of the parameters (5) vary independently, and the other three are given in terms of them. Since the formulas of Watson and Whipple can be applied to terminating series as well as convergent infinite series, there are some small areas of overlap between Tables II and III, and between different sections   TABLE IV . Conditions for obtaining final occupation probabilities in closed form. The six parameters of the model were introduced in (3), and the integer n appears if the series terminate.
Initial occupation probabilities

Arbitrary
Conditions on pulse parameters pl+P2=0, Pl = --, '(yl -y2) a~-a2=27T (p] -p2) Table III y]+@~=0, n) 0, 0&a2&2~n al = 42r'(P2+y1)[pl+P2+n /(Pl+P2)] a2 =42r n [ t + (P2+ y I )/(pl +p2)]
Example in Table III  TABLE V . Conditions for complete transfer of the occupation probability from one state to another, or complete return to the initial state. Here we assume y&+ye=0. Since the series all terminate, the conditions listed in the appropriate section of Table IV must also be satisfied.
Initial occupation probabilities
Final occupation probabilities Condition for this F(1+n, 1 n-, 1 i (2-/3)+/32y ) ); -'
,i/3i, 2i (/3i+/h);1) =o F(n,n, i -(2/3) gP2y)); i/3i-,i (/3i+/3~);1) =0 F( n, n -+1,-, '+i (/3~-/3~+y~); -, ' +i/3), -, 'i/3p, 1 ) =0 0 0 1 F(n,n, i (/3)+2/3i+y)); -, '+i/3z, i (/3)+/32);1)=0
of Table IV .
After finding simple formulas for the final occupation probabilities, we can set two of the final occupation probabilities equal to zero. This gives cases of complete transfer of the atomic population to a specific state, or complete return to the initial state. When such cases are obtained from Tables I or II, we find that the series (4) terminates, which simplifies the calculations. We can now find more general conditions for complete transfer or complete return, by starting with the assumption that (4) terminates. If @~+@2 --0, we find conditions for complete transfer or complete return that are listed in Table V . Each equation in Table V amounts to two conditions on the parameters (5) because it has real and imaginary parts. Also, the assumption that all series terminate leads to the conditions listed in Table IV . Thus for each initial condition and each value of n, we have five conditions on the parameters (5), and a one-parameter family of cases of complete transfer or complete return. If n is less than about 3 or 4, all these conditions can be written out and incorporated in formulas for the parameters (5). Some specific examples are given in Table VI. If we assume Pi+/3q=0, the conditions for complete transfer or complete return can now be obtained easily by using the time-reversal argument mentioned above. Since two of the initial occupation probabilities and two of the final occupation probabilities are zero, time reversal is more useful here than in the general treatment of (2). An example with f3i+f3q --0 is included in Fig. 1 . The precise formulation of time reversal, and other details of our calculations, will be submitted for publication elsewhere.
This treatment of complete transfer and complete return shows how analytic solutions of (2) give information that would be quite dificult to extract from numerical solutions. We believe that our analytic solutions contribute to improved understanding of quantum dynamics of three-state systems.
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